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Price House steals the show
By Ann Neely
Staff Writer

Soviet Union trails

uel

I

The Sting II reviewed-page 4

is limited

The Soviet Union trails the
totted States by a 15-1 ratio in
technologies that could
Have the potential for significantly changing the world military
balance in the next 10 to 20 years,"
said defense official Richard D.
DeLaver. DeLaver said that the
United States still leads in "stealth
techniques, which make aircraft
and missiles virtually invisable to
radar. DeLaver disclosed this in
formation in an annual report
' for Congress.
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c" in tht budfi effect its 'squeal law' on providing
1JWU drop ink birth control aides to women under
J, has been issued by a federal
members i judges. U.S. district judge Thomas
restriction, u Flannery made his Feb. 18 tem
of knowlt^j porary injunction permanent. A
kit field. Anodi spokesman for the Department of
Health and Human Services said
e when five
tied to Montereyl the injunction will be appealed.
tcil for the At
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California's harsh weather
like attended forced Queen Elizabeth II to fly to
University ft
|San Francisco from Southern
lifornia rather than take the
[royal yacht Britannia. The Queen's
early arrival meant she had to
make a rare appearance at a hotel..
She spent last night at the St. Fran
cis Hotel in the heart of San Fran
cisco.

Queen in SF

Recession ends
The Commerce Department's
idex of leading indicators soared
Wo in January~the largest mon% advance since July 1950 when
he index rose 4.1%. These latest
figures confirm what government
""J private economists both see as
end to recession and the start
an economic recovery.
President Reagan said the report
flashed a bright green light for
'ecovery."

Science bill
Tear of following behind the
of the world in science and
'h education, has caused the
l°Use to overwhelmingly pass a
e-year $j j billion bill aimed at
ln8 U.S. military and industry
.^ability to compete in the
J "technology
age.
The
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Captain Quirk asks Kahn of S.S. Cordoba, "What's that on your hand? It's a tattoo that say's The Plane, The Plane.

Salary freeze, budget cuts
cause faculty morale to slip
By Rick Torgerson
News Editor

Faculty morale at UOP has slip
ped in recent months since it was
disclosed that pay freezes will
take effect, and the University may
face more bleak enrollment figures
in 1983 and 1984. Faculty
members have seen evidence of con
tinued declining enrollment which
they fear could result in further
budget cuts coming from faculty and
staff eliminations.
The decline in optimism arose in
December when a letter to President
McCaffrey on behalf of Director of
Personnel services, Ed Case, and the
Finance Division Managers suggested
several money saving measures,
which were described as vindictive in a
response letter to the faculty from the
Academic Council. Some of these
suggestions included: "Increase the

By Cheryl L. Tollefson
Staff Writer

"The position of Resident
Assistant (R.A.) is a paid job where
the Student Life Staff is essentially
the employer. As such, this job
should take priority over all other ac
tivities (except academics) just as
would be expected of any other job,
said Jesse Marks, Director of
ReSldOntIjlnuaery

31, 1983, Marian
Carter realized the power of this
statement when she received a letter
extermination from the RA program
from Tom Burdenski, Director of
Quad Dormitories. The reason Bur
denski gave for Carter's termination
was her refusal to quit her part-time
job while also holding both the
nosition of RA in Casa Jackson, and
Student Teacher. According to
fese Marks, this is the first time an
RA has been fired because of ad
ditional outside employJ"51"- ti ..
The "policy and practice
regarding outside employment for
is contained in both the job

loan received
California
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w. me nt with New York finan.
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Da,
J°n
"as
T, bail-out
'-out loan. The state
interest rate of
8Cl an
a" 1IUC1C31
'oSlhable to get
ir0 .' on the loan that will
the state government
?h money to finish out the
of this fiscal year.

of the University and enough em
phasis is not being exerted in these
areas. "We are concerned about the
financial situation, and the possibility
of it worsening," states one COP
professor. He would like to see the
faculty having a strong voice when it
comes to financial difficulties. He
adds there is a "question as to how
much influence we really have."
Another faculty member stresses
the problem of many important
decisions being made without im
mediate campus-wide publicity. He
believes "faculty governance", a
characteristic the University has
claimed to have,, would allow the
faculty to be involved in making a lot
of decisions. He argues, "This
doesn't happen."
He reveals many junior
professors have a fear of losing their

See page 9, col. 3

See page 8, col. 4

Student teaching RA that refused to give up part-time job fired
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utilization of available classrooms by
assigning more classes at 7:00
a.m...", "Delete one Covell College
or COP administration position...",
"Delete one staff position at
COP...", "Delete one Student Life
Administrative position...", "Delete
one counseling position...", "Increase
faculty workload to 12 hours...",
"Consider summer as part of the
regular workload", and "Encourage
loaning staff to other departments
when workload is light." The letter
states, "The Finance Division
Managers feel it's inappropriate to
expect an imbalance of reductions to
come from their areas." The letter
also states keeping proper grounds
and building maintenance programs,
are high priorities in the effort to at
tract students to the University.
Most faculty members feel
academic programs should be given
the utmost consideration in all areas

"Price adds life! Price adds life!
Price adds life!" Price House's
exhuberant chant rang from the Con
servatory, where Band Frolic was
held, all the way home to their dorm
Saturday night. They had reason to
be triumphant-Price house not only
took first place in their division, but
they received the highest score
overall.
Amid a standing ovation, direc
tor Dave McCaleb and Musical Direc
tor Paul Blankinship dashed up to the
stage, snatched their trophy, and ran
back down to join their ecstatic dormmates. Their skit, the story of the Star
Trek characters searching for UOP in
a sailing ship, had everything from
bagpipes to tap dancing. The skit,
"We're Not Sunk, We're Just Under
water", featured Jim McCahill as a
wonderfully straight Captain Quirk,
and Brent Smith, impressive as Kahn,
of the S.S. Cordoba. The show was
full of visual jokes, such as "Cap
tain's Log" and white eyes under
Uhura's dark glasses, but the most
outstanding feature was their script.
The script evolved gradually, ac
cording to McCaleb. Price's skit star
ted out with a set that would require
no scene changes, and plot developed
after several false starts. Jokes were
finally inserted by Blankinship and
McCaleb.
McCaleb attributes their success
to the many talented people in his
dorm. "Band Frolic is one memory
I'll really treasure when I leave
UOP," he reflects. "Not so much
winning, but working with a vastly
talented group of people." On a
lighter note, he says, "It just goes to
show you that a small dorm can pull
it off."
Archania's "Monastery
Muscatel", the story of prohibitionage monastery secretly selling wine to
raise money to feed the poor, cap
tured first place in the all-male
division. Director Gene Domecus
claims dedication and enthusiasm
brought Archania to victory. He also
notes, however, that one judge
graded Band Frolic entrants harshly
Friday night. "We were really sur
prised," he comments. "But in the
end we knew it came down to either
AKL or us." Their skit's strongest
points, while there were many, were
choreography and crispness of

movement.
"It was very, very close," says
Delta Delta Delta's director LeeAnn
Payne of their victory in the allfemale division. "Band Frolic this
year was the best I've ever seen." The
thing she'll remember most about the
show this year is the attitude of the
participants. Every girl was very
supportive and always excited.
Rehearsals were never a downer. We
felt very good about it, so winning
really didn't matter." "From Band
Frolic to Broadway" told the story of
two UOP girls trying to make it on
Broadway aided by the "Spirit of
Broadway". Their show featured
colorful costuming, an impressive
New York backdrop, and sensational
dancing.
"All of the sororities had high
quality shows," continued Payne.
"It's never good to have one way out
in front. You never know what the
judges are looking for. We had a lot
of fun with it, and I think it showed."
South/West General" was the
second place winner in the co-ed
category. The skit, about Joe Hartley
disguising himself as a Josephine
Heartless in order to investigate the
campus health center, was a takeoff
on both "General Hospital" and
"Tootsie". The high point of their
show was the song "Tylenol", to the
tune of "Heart Attack," in which a
giant extra-strength Tylenol danced
across the stage amid flying tablets.
Delta Gamma, with "FollieBall," took second place in the allfemale category. Their story was
about the ladies of DG going to
Hawaii to play volleyball instead of
competing in Band Frolic. Their show
was terrific, even though they were in
the tough position of having to go first
on Friday and last on Saturday.
Alpha
Kappa
Lambda's
"Topasso No More" won second
place in the men's division. Their
skit, a lighthearted look at coach Bob
Toledo and his team, featured a
clever rhyming script and, believe it
or not, an Elvis-like Stan McCaffrey.
AKL had many technical problems
on Friday night, which could account
for Archania's 5 point lead over
them. All of AKL's songs were im
pressive, playing up the grinding,
slick "Stan" to the hilt.
John B.'s "Judy and the
Restless," Omega Phi Alpha's
"Clown College," and Kappa Alpha

the Head Kesm
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Carter

She permission for her additional
ob was revoked because she is
Carter has
^hrking 5-10 hours weekends as

been

Education Assistant for Grace United
Methodist Church in Stockton. "My
job has never interfered with either
my RA position in my course-work,
nor did I expect it to interfere this
semester while student teaching,"
said Carter. Since she was merely
switching from a full course load to
Student Teaching, Carter said she
didn't
expect
a
change
regarding outside employment, and
nothing was mentioned to her earlier
concerning the matter. She assumed
Marks was aware she would be
student teaching because her Head
Resident and Director knew of the
situation and she thought the infor
mation should, and would go through
the proper channels. All Education
majors with senior standing are
required to take a semester of student
teaching, and Marks should have
been aware of this, Carter said.
According to Carter, "Marks
and Burdenski said 'this is our policy
and practice regarding Student
Teacher/RA's.', But, I have not seen
this particular practice written down,
and it was never verbally expressed to
me. Since it is not written down, I fed
they never gave me the opportunity to
manage all three positions (work,
RA, and Student Teaching.) I was
told I was fired three days before
Student Teaching began."
Marks said this "policy" in
regards to Student Teachers is not
written down because it is the excep
tion to the rule. "Outside em
ployment is already handled as an ex
ception, as stated in the job descrip

tion, because it can only be under
taken with the expressed approval of
the Student Life staff. This policy has
been workable for a number of years.
When an RA becomes a Student
Teacher the work policy is readdressed, but in the past has never
been given approval."
In comparing involvement in ex
tra-curricular activities and outside
work, Marks said they have a dif-

...this is the first
time an RA has been
fired because of ad
ditional outside em
ployment.

ferent set of requirements. "The
policy only applies to paid em
ployment because it is in direct com
petition with RA. Work is very struc
tured and the fact of getting a salary
gets a definite time commitment
where the employee is required to
remain there the full allotted time. In
this instance the RA job does not get
priority over the outside work. This

conflicts with the RA agreement,"
said Marks. He said involvement in
clubs, etc. is voluntary, therefore, the
time is more adjustable.
According to both Marks and
Carter, Carter was given the oppor
tunity to either quit her outside work
or resign from her RA position.
"Marian had good December
evaluations and was an average RA,
but it was her knowing decision and
choice to retain outside employment
that gave her superior, Tom Burden
ski, no other alternative than to im
plement the 'policy and practice' and
terminate her," said Marks. "I didn't
quit because I didn't feel it was
necessary," Carter said.
"I always thought RA was one
of the strongest programs with a lot
of backing, but now I wonder about
all the flukes and inconsistencies. I
also begin to wonder about other
program besides Student Teaching,
such as co-ops and internships," Car
ter said.
"It is important that the
practice be implemented fairly to
everyone," said Marks. "Basically,
that practice is that while Student
Teaching, an RA may not hold any
other outside work. We have had 3 or
4 student teachers on staff in the past
and no approval was given for out
side employment." The same policy
applies to students with co-ops and
internships, Marks said.
The reason student teaching is
treated a little differently than a nor
mal course load, said Marks, is that
"Even though student teaching is
academic because units are given for

credit, it takes on a job stance. A
Student Teacher is required to be at
their school for a specified portion of
the day. The hours of a full-time
student with course/work are much
more spread-out and flexible and
there is more control of one's time."
He added, "Teaching is also more
draining than other student fuctions,
and past student teachers on staff
have found it difficult to be en
thusiastic about, and partake in, sec
tion activities - an important element
of the RA function. We even bring
this up when talking to RA's who will
be student teaching."
In regards to student teachers
and RAs, the School of Education
has much the same opinion as the
Residential Life staff, said Dr. John
Schippers, Head of Student Teachers,
School of Education. They feel it is
best for students to devote all their
energies to either RA or Student
Teaching, but not both because they
feel one will inevitably take away
from the other. "The School of
Education has no jurisdiction over
the student teachers, but long-term
outside employment, such as RA, is
strongly discouraged," said Schip
pers. That is an ideal situation," said
Carter. "It is not possible for most of
us to be in ideal situations. Being an
RA was part of my financial aid, and
I also needed my outside work in
come. When I was fired from RA my
aid had to be readjusted - fortunately
I got a loan."

See page 9, col. 2
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EDITORIAL
Students should vote
By Lynn Gogel
Editorial Editor

On November 4, 1980, almost 85 million
Americans eligible to vote for the presidency
didn't- almost fifty percent of those entitled to
enter the voting booth. This percentage jumps
to fifty-four percent in the state of California
where out of 14.2 million eligible voters only 6.3
million cast ballots in the last election. Can you
imagine a governmental system in which 68 per
cent of the qualified electorate chose not to
vote? These are the statistics of the 1982
ASUOP election.
Elections are at the core of every political
system, whether our national government, or
our university's student body. Elections are the
way we choose our leaders, a source of their
legitimacy and a means by which voters can in
fluence policy.
Many UOP students, as well as many
American citizens, see no connection between
choosing government leaders and their personal
lives. They fail to see the dramatic impact that

the right or wrong person for the job can create.
The ASUOP President is the one "voice"
of the entire student body. The importance to
each of us as students in carefully selecting a
person to fill this position cannot be overem
phasized if we wish for our "voice" to be
correctly represented.
Many Pacific students are ignorant about
the operation of ASUOP and were less infor
med about the candidates and the respective
positions they are seeking to fill. Each of us can
make a conscientious political choice only if we
are knowledgeable of the responsibilities the of
fice entails and the qualifications and
capabilities each candidate has of fulfilling
these.
So on March 18, will the candidates' vicr
tories be the cover story, or will the record nonvote of UOP students have made the headlines?
Let's all vote in the ASUOP election this
year- and vote with confidence and knowledge
in the future leaders we are choosing to
represent our needs and interests. .

How to get that 'good job'
Roy R. Van Cleve
Guest Columnist

About a year ago the Vice
President for Human Resources
Management of the Dr. Pepper Cor
poration visited our campus to ad
dress the student chapter of the
American Society for Personnel Ad
ministration. In his address he made
several comments about the process
of obtaining employment in these
tight economic times.
The first comment shocked the
students, for Mr. Quigley advised
them, "Go out looking for NOES,
for if you get enough of them you're
eventually going to get a YES."
There aren't any good jobs out there
waiting for someone to walk in and
start work - they've all been taken.
Like anything else of value you have
to work for it - getting that "good"
job. So, as much as you hate the
thought of rejection (and we all hate
to be rejected), start looking for those
rejections. If you get enough of them
you're eventually going to get an ac
ceptance.
The second comment addressed
itself to the whys of the rejections.
Quigley said that by the time a can
didate reached the serious inter
viewing stage, the question of
technical qualification was pretty well

resolved. If you weren't technically
qualified you wouldn't still be in the
running. So what are they
looking for at that stage? Quigley's
answer was "chemistry." How well
do your values, goals, objectives and
personality traits fit those of the
organization? How will you fit in as
part of a smoothly running team?
Bearing out this "chemistry" fit
is a study which found that the fac
tors rated a Very Important in ob
taining employment were ranked as
follows: (1) Oral Communications
Skills, (2) Personality, (3) Poise, (4)
Written Communications Skills, (5)
Appearance, (6) Grade Point
Average, (7) Recommendations, (8)
Social Graces, and (9) School Atten
ded. In essence, how well you present
yourself during the employment
process
The question then comes present myself for what? As harsh as
it may sound or seem, the day you
walk off this campus and out into
that world of work is the last day that
the concerns of your seniors is going
to be what we can do for you. The
emphasis changes - Ask not what
your orgainzation can do for you,
rather ask what you can do for your
organization. The questions going
through the interviewer's mind con
stantly are: What talents can this in-

dividual bring to our orgainzation;
How will those talents help our
organization; and What makes this
indiviual uniquely qualified for this
position (Why this person rather than
the other technically qualified ap
plicants
I'm
interviewing)?
Regardless of the type of
organization you join (public, notfor-profit or private sector entity),
each has a reason for existance and a
need for personnel to help them at
tain organizational goals. When they
are recruiting they are looking for
people who can help them solve their
problems. They are looking for
people who can provide solutions,
not people who'll become part of the
problem.
There are "good" job out there,
but because they're "good" they're
not going to be just lying around
waiting for you to walk in and take
over. You're going to have to work at
finding them. Once you find that
good job you're to have to have to
prove to the organization that you
can contribute to attainment of the
organization's goals - better than any
other applicant they're looking at and you're going to do that with the
knowledges, skills and abilities
you've acquired during your Univer
sity of the Pacific years.

UOP makes Stockton someplace special
By Arnold I. Rue
Mayor of Stockton

As Mayor of Stockton and as a
Stocktonian for 40 years, I am aware
of the importance of the University of
the Pacific in this community.
The University is an integral part
of Stockton's history. Chartered by
the Supreme Court, it was the first in
stitute of higher education in Califor
nia. Established in 1851 in Santa
Clara, the University relocated in San
Jose before moving to Stockton in
1924. From its pioneer Methodist
beginning, higher education has been
stressed as evidenced by its 10 schools
and colleges. With its two liberal arts
colleges, five professional schools, a
graduate school in Stockton,

Publishing Board
names interim
Editor-in-Chief
Open letter from the Publisher:
Last Friday, February 25,
1983, Dan Sousa, managing
editor, was named Interim Editorin-Chief of The Pacifican by the
Pacifican Publication Board acting
as publisher of the newspaper.
This action was taken after a
series of events stretching over
several months, all relating to the
operations of The Pacifican and
not in any way related to any
editorial policy.
It was the unanimous decision
of the Pacifican Publication Board
to name Sousa as Interim Editor so
that the regular business of the
publication could continue.
The Pacifican Publication Board

McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento, School of Dentistry in
San Francisco, a Study Abroad In
stitute and an excellent athletic
program, they have built a firm and
sound educational ODeration.
Stockton's diverse cultural
background makes the University a
key location for foreign cultural ex
change. The University's Covell
College, a bilingual English-Spanish
school has a significant impact on our
city. Students attending this college
blend well in Stockton's cultural
makeup and the Latin American in
fluence adds a bit of flavor to our
community. Also, the many other
students, from their various cultural
areas in the United States, further ex
pose the city residents to new ideas and
techniques.
With more than 1,200 employees
on the Stockton campus, the Univer
sity greatly affects the economy of
Stockton. As One of the largest non
governmental employers in this area,
it has an annual payroll of over $23
million. In addition, the 4,000
students who spend over $5 million
on basic items such as clothing,
housing, transportation and enter
tainment also greatly add to the
financial health of Stockton.
No university is complete
without the social atmosphere it of
fers the community. Entertainment
has become more important to the
residents of Stockton over the years.
With the establishment of the Arts
Commission in 1976 and the enter
tainment section in the Stockton

Record, residents are more aware of
the cultural events offered by the
University. The Drama Department is
just one part of entertainment. The
University also offers performances
in drama, opera and children's
theatre. The Conservatory of Music,
established in 1878 as California's
first college-level music school, offers
a variety of recitals and concerts.
Also, numerous students and faculty
join the Stockton Opera and Sym
phony and provide entertainment for
many local organizations. The
athletic section of the University of
fers the "sport buff" residents the
opportunity to experience firsthand
nationally-known teams in football,
basketball, baseball, volleyball and
swimming. These events also open
new doors for conventions and fur
ther enhances the economic picture of
Stockton.
Civic contributions is another
important part that the University of
fers Stockton. With a wide range of
service, the University continually
educates and exposes new technology
to the residents of Stockton. Also, the
many boards, commissions, seminars
and workshops further educate and
involve the residents with the Univer
sity's activities.
In closing, one of the main
reasons I think the University is im
portant to Stockton is that growth is
an important factor in all of our lives
and the University offers growth to
all of us. The University is also our
heritage and another unique part why
Stockton is someplace special.

The Pacifican needs writers and layout personnel
during the current spring semester. Payed positions are
available. For more information, contact The Pacifican
office, third floor North Hall, or call 946-2114.
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expenditures be made by several hun
dred University personnel, the total
amount becomes significant.
I have found that faculty and
staff alike have been very understan
ding of the necessity of these restric
tions and have been most cooperative
in their implementation. There is no

Dan Sousa

The Pacifican is published
every Friday by students of the
University of the Pacific, except
during vacation periods. Com
ments from Pacifican readers are
welcome. Guest columns and
letters to the editor are limited to
250 words and should be sub
mitted in typed form b y 5 p . m _
Tuesday to the Pacifican, 3rd
floor, North Hall. The Pacifican
staff reserves the right to edit all
submitted material. Editorial
comments reflect the views of
the Pacifican editorial board,
unless signed.
Staff members of the
Pacifican can be reached at
University of the Pacific,
Stockton, California
95211
<209)946-2114.

Editor-in-Chief

'

,unsSS" is Em[,loyK

munications

''

Supervisor

Eel Power Corporation in
Francisco. She directs Bo. lilt
worldwide
internal
o
munications program includln
a monthly newspaper, quartc
television news magazine, an in
report t o e m p l o y e e s a n d V U I I J

Pacific for a long time. On the other
hand, I do not think our tradition can
continue in its present form. Because
competition was so high with some
other communications rued
participants, some unpleasant oc
For those interested. Stgm
curances were present. Even more will be speaking in the I'( Galh
important than the competition is at 7:00 p.m. Monday, March
safety. Because Band Frolic is such a The topic she has chosen lo spe
spirited event, some thought should
on is entitled Employe? (tn
be given to more safety precautions in
munications: The Chun cm • 1 it
regard to the Conservatory. Finally,
We will look forward to veei
it might be good if the University
you.
made some stronger policies about V
Band Frolic. Band Frolic i
something too great to see disappe^
because we allow it to becomt
stagnant.

I elections
COPA holds

W. Michael Harm

Band Frolic Chairperson

question but that these economies are
important to maintaining the finan
cial viability of the University and I
appreciate the cooperation and sup
port we have received from all
University personnel.
a
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holding elections
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Stanley E. McCaffrey

turn to another sorority (that finished
lower) only to sneer and point at the®
in an obnoxious manner really mat'e
me think twice about the supposed
"men" and "women" that are me®'
bers of our sororities and fraternities-.
These individuals are a farCI?
from "men" and "women." Th®
behavior was similar to that of a
year-old. It's sad to see the excep*
tional talent of these individuals
nished by
immaturity.
- j their
mivii xiiiiuai
ui nj . 1* woUjj
hope that thpep
these inHiuSHiiak
individuals W0U\>
take a second look at themselves
„e7lr actions and remember that-WINNING ISN'T EVERYTHING.
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Lack of sportsmanship
at Band Frolic awards
Editor:
I am writing this letter in regards
to the various "performances" that
recently took place at our 1983 Band
Frolic. I would first like to say that all
of the performances that I watched
were excellent! I was very disap
pointed by the display of blatant un
sportsmanlike conduct that was
exhibited when the awards were given
out The profanity that came from
the fraternity "men" and the jeering
gestures that came from a few
sorority "women" made my stomach
turn. There was a definite lack of
u-u- sP°irtsmanship> and maturity
exhibited by these individuals. To see
_thedirector of a sorority's production

collator and Terry

«-.» •» *

Inaccuracies found in travel story
Editor:
I wish to correct a couple of
inaccuracies in the article of The
Pacifican of February 25, 1983 on
"Travel Now Restricted."
On October 5, 1982, I issued a
memorandum to vice presidents,
deans and department heads on the
subject of "Reduction of Expen
ditures-1982-83 Budget" which had
three provisions for the purpose of
effecting economies. One of these
provided that there would be no
travel undertaken except
by
authorization of the appropriate vice
president. This provision applies to
all University personnel, academic
and non-academic and, contrary to
the statement in the article, obviously
applies to administrators as well as to
faculty.
Permission has been granted for
a limited amount of travel for both
faculty members and administrative
personnel upon presentation of
evidence that such was beneficial for
the University.
A comment was reported in the
article that these travel restrictions
will "not really make a difference" in
the budget..."It's just a drop in the
bucket." While it is true that ex
penditures by one person do not con
stitute a major factor, should similar

sl"

Sigman to spea

Band frolic '82 was a success but...
results of Band Frolic. Musicians
have had opportunities to arrange,
compose and perform in unsuper
vised non-academic settings. Direc
tors have been given opportunities to
direct, lead and motivate. Steering
Committee members have had chan
ces to organized and take on respon
sibility. Participants have had ex
periences to work with sometimes bad
leadership, hard feelings and hectic
schedules. Some participants have
developed
better
friendships.
Audience occurances have enhanced
the college experience. Hopefully
those who participated will be able to
utilize their experience in some way or
another.
Because these experiences are so
great, I hope Band Frolic is present at
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Letters to the Editor
Editor:
After serving as Band Frolic
Chairman for the past two years, I
would like to express a few thoughts
about our annual event. First, I
would like to thank all of the hun
dreds of people from around campus
who helped to make Band Frolic '82 a
great success. Many of Band Frolic's
original goals were achieved.
In 1929, Robert "Pop" Gordan
inaugurated Band Frolic as a device
to get people to hear the Concert
Band play, to raise money for the
bands, and to provide an outlet for
original campus talent. Over the past
55 years, Band Frolic has grown to be
perhaps Pacific's most loved and
spirited tradition. Through par
ticipation, I have seen many beautifi 1
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Graduation set for Knoles Lawn
By A,«son

Gillfiiian

Staff Writer

EE's honored
Francisco Kattan, a fifth year
glectrical Engineering student, was
local winner in the Project
the
jvsign Competition held on camJus in February. This competition
iponsored by the Institute of
Electrical
and
Electronics
Engineers.
His senior project was the
design of a microcomputer con
trolled thermostat, and Francisco
0S recognized for his work at the
E„gineer Council of Sacramento
Valley Awards
Dinner
in
Sacramento as part of their annual
Engineers Week celebrations. He
#1l) now submit the project for
regional competition. In addition
„ Francisco, the judges also
-resented awards to Rand Shelton
or his Eprom Programmer ana
gOM Emulator and Terry Con
nacher for his microcompter
phone dials.

Sigman to speak

cess

but...
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On the other

' ow traditionon

The Public Relations Students
Society of America would like to
invite students to listen to Anne
Sigman speak on employee com
munications.
Sigman is Employee Com
munications Supervisor
for
Bechtel Power Corporation in San
Francisco. She directs Bechtel's
worldwide
internal
com
munications program including
monthly newspaper, quarterly
television news magazine, annual
report to employees and various
other communications media.
For those interested, Sigman
be speaking in the UC Gallery
at 7:00 p.m. Monday, March 7.
The topic she has chosen to speak
is entitled Employee Com

rnt form. Because
P high with some
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ervatory Fimfl munications: The Changing Front.
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COPA holds jj
elections

The College of the Pacific
W. Michael Hama
Rand Krolk C hairpers* Association (COPA) will be
biding elections for its new of
ficers and assembly members on
March 15th, in conjunction with
ASU0P elections. Applications
are being accepted until March 11
» 5:00 p.m. for the positions of
COPA president, vice president,
these economies*
ASUOP supervisors, and assembly
intaining the M Persons. Persons interested in runhe University®1" ,ln
g for any COPA position may
ration and sf
Pick up applications at the COPA
from
#
IV ed
®ce, 107 Bannister Hall, Mon®y through Friday, 1-3 p.m.
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E-l-T Review
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The campus chapter of the
.merican Society of Civil
ngmeers is sponsoring an E-I-T
«am Review. ™
All engineering
uents who will be taking the
„.ori,y ('»',> ^ on April 16 or those who are
nking of taking this exam in the
Ure are invited and encouraged
attend. The cost is free and ad•onal information on topics,
ce and times may be obtained
,T th« COOP office in Baun
.0r by calling the School of
'Sneering at 946-2151.
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Commencement Schedule.
issues included: the possibilities
ot changing weather during a Knoles
commencement, uncomforable outdoor setting in hot weather
conditions, limited seating, cost of
chairs, outdoor public address
sy^tems and set-up, Sunday time-andalf labor charges and overnight
security-watch charges. This year,
resident McCaffrey looked into
alternative places for commence
ment, "because
of financial
reasons," according to C.O.P. Dean
Whiteker.
Pacific held its first graduation
on Knoles Lawn in the spring of 1972,
the
spring
McCaffrey
was
inaugurated. Since then, "I can
remember one Pharmacy Commenmencement, in April, that was rained
out, ' said Doyle Minden, Director of
Public Relations. Before com
ese

outlin ing cuts

B3s
By sally Ann Bechtel
Staff Writer

Dismissing
recent
rumors
surrounding the plans to close
Grace Covell Dining Hall due to
declining enrollment, Vice-President
Judy Chambers declared, "I know of
no plans that include making any
changes in the programs on campus
due to an enrollment decrease."
According to Chambers, each
division was asked to submit possible
contingency plans that included cut
backs that could be put into effect
should enrollment continue to
decline. She conceded that the idea to
close Grace Covell might have been
included in someone's report, though
she herself has not read any of the
submittings.

submitted

"Even if enrollment continued
to decrease," Chambers continued,
These plans would be carefully con
sidered by a number of groups (in
cluding the Long Range Planning and
Budget Committee, the Executive
Policy Committee and the Presiden
tial Cabinet) and probably wouldn't
be put into effect until, at the earliest,
next fall."
UOP is down approximately 150
students from last year, according to
Dean of Admissions, E. Leslie Medford. New spring enrollment figures
indicate an increase of 60 students as
compared to Spring '82 and that has
optimism rising.
"I like to think positively about
the situation," Chambers said.
"We're doing everything we can to
increase the applicant pool. We have

ASU0P to offer variety
This spring, ASUOP concert
programming, along with ASUOP
Non-Profit Revenue programming,
are planning a wide variety of social
events to effectively use facilities and
bring all around activities of quality
entertainment and production to
UOP.
The concert department, Roily
Steele explained, is working hard to

Job Search
Singer. $5.00-8.00 per tune.
Flexible hours. Deliver singing
telegrams. Own Transportation.
Office clerk. $4.69 per hour. 16
hours per week. 16-22 years of age.
Academically sound, U.S. citizen.
Girl's club director. $4.00 per
hour. Work with girls ages 10-15.
Own transportation necessary.
Lifeguard. $3.35 per hour up
DOE. One full-time, one part-time
position. CPR, first aid and
lifesaving. Summer position.
Office clerk. $3.50 per hour. Mor
ning hours preferred. Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday. Type 45
wpm. Some data processing
knowledge. On Campus.
Kitchen helper. Pizza maker. $3.35
per hour. Flexible hours.

supply the students with one or two
small shows by the end of the year.
Steve Alexander described their
dilemma by saying that the larger
bands gearing up for the US festival
are not touring as much. However, he
is in constant contact with agency
people and also looking to schedule
fall shows.
Steele went on to describe two
upcoming shows, Joe Williams, a
Jazz player, who has opened for Ella
Filtzgereld will be holding a semi
annual clinic for those interested after
his concert, which is scheduled for
April 30 with the Conservatory Jazz
band in the conservatory.
The Back Doors, "A near perfect
rendition of The Doors," will be
playing on March 15 at 8 p.m. in the
conservatory and a runner-up in the In
ternational Stand-Up Comedian Con
test will be opening the show.
Newly appointed social directoi
Lanette Leinfelder is divising plans to
meet the diverse needs of the stud
ents. Steele describes her no cost
events as fun, trendy and unusual.
March 18th brings a St. Patricks Day
Dance to the Quads, which will be a
Pacific Programs Council and
ASUOP sponsered event.
Each Wednesday, as of April 6,
starts ASUOP entertainment in the
Ratskellar. Comedians and night club
acts will by the lime light of these
evenings.
Pacific days week will begin in
mid-April ending with the annual cir
cle dance.

Experience...a valuable asset to a degree
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referring to an unidentified man who
entered a U.C. apartment through an
unlocked window in the early morning hours of January 26, and was
scared away when the potential victim
screamed.
"Unfortunately this guy may
have caused the University to have
three victims," Askew reveals, stating
two other similar attacks have occurred in the UOP area involving
University students. "There is a very
similar motive of operation," he adds,

Campus police have released
composite picture of the suspect and
have assigned an officer to work full
time with Stockton police on the
case.

1

"Between wiping away the tears, I was
absolutely amazed!"
ANNE MORRISON GRAHAM

(Jim Morrison's sister)

"So close to the recorded versions, that the
Lizard King would smile."

FREETIME

d,i

o

Rochester, N.Y.

"THE SHOCKING REINCARNATION
OF JIM MORRISON & THE DOORS"
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A female University student was
sexually assaulted early yesterday
morning by an unidentified suspect
while she was asleep in her Price
House dorm room, according to the
Director of the Department of Safety,
Norman Askew.
The assailant gained entrance
through an unlocked window in the
dorm's lounge and entered the vietim's unlocked room. The suspect is
described as a black male, age 19-25,
6 foot tall, approximately 170 pounds, and clean shaven with a muscular
build. A knife was used in the 5:30
a.m. attack.
"We have strong suspicion this is
the same guy from the University
Center incident," states Askew,

°em,
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UOP co-ed raped
in dorm room

"Hakim portrays Morrison's wildness,
sensuality and intelligence with realism."

-OP/INTERNSHIP
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This composite sketch of Thursday morning's rape suspect was compiled
yesterday by University police and is very similar to a sketch of another rape
suspect compiled several weeks ago. Anyone with information regarding this
man is encouraged to call University or Stockton police.

National Newspaper of Canada
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fewer applications now that we did
this time last year but we are NOT
lowering our admission standards."
Meanwhile, a continued signif
icant enrollment decrease could ef
fect various business establishments
in the community. "Probably half
our business is from UOP students,"
said Stacey White, employee of
Tiger's Yogurt, formerly Honey
Treat Yogurt, at 4343 Pacific Ave.
"The manager even changed the
name of the place to reflect UOP."
Mr. A's Liquor-Market, 4663 Pacific
Ave., is also highly patronized by
UOP students. "Our business went
down when all the kids went home for
Christmas break," said owner A1
Felizardo. Another business frequen
ted by UOP students is the Record
Factory, 1123 W. March Lane. "I'd
say UOP students spend about $2,000
in here a week," said manager Tim
Thalken.
While Chambers is optimistic
about an eventual increase in
enrollment, it's not surprising some
community members hope that she is
right.

GLOBE & MAIL

A „SK of the professional wo,Id before you graduate

rifiC3*1

mencements were held on Knoles
Lawn, they were held in the football
stadium. "I only went to one com
mencement there, but I remember it
being very hot," said Minden.
The cost of holding com
mencements on Knoles Lawn was a
big issue last year, when Hand
brought up the Spanos com
mencement idea, but costs of holding
commencements on the lawn will
decrease when the new calendar goes
into effect next year, as ceremonies
will not be spread out. Currently
commencement is set-up on Knoles
Lawn for the School of Pharmacy a
week before the rest of the schools
graduate. With the new calendar, the
Pharmacy School will graduate the
same weekend as other schools. This
will save the expenses of overnight
security, equipment rental and timeand-a-half
Sundays.
u uaii uuuuaj'a.

:00 rnMMONS ROOM

TUESDAY, MARCH 15th
8:00pm UOP CONSERVATORY
ASUOP Cardholders $4/ Gen Admission $6
Tickets Available at the Electronics Store.
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l ENTERTAINMENT
Feature
Update

an entertaining
cons that work

By Dawn Polvorosa
Staff Writer

Recital scheduled
The 10th annual harpsichord
recital featuring Dr. Charles
Schilling is scheduled for Tuesday,
March 15, at the University of the
Pacific.
The 8:15 p.m. program in
Morris Chapel is part of the Con
servatory of Music's Resident Ar
tist Series. There will be no ad
mission charge.
Schilling, a UOP faculty
member since 1956, will present a
program of German and French
music for his second solo recital on
the university's new French double
harpsichord from the William
Dowd shop in Boston. The in
strument consists of two key
boards, three sets of strings, and
five octaves. It is tuned a semitone
lower than modern pitch and
will be set for an 18th Century
temperament for the program.
Included in recital will be
Suite VI by Louis Couperin, the
Twelfth Ordre by Francois
Couperin the Great, son of Louis,
Suite III by Handel, and Johann
Sebastian Bach's Concerto in the
Italian style.

D'Armand to appear
The University of the Pacific
Resident Artist Series will present
soprano Gretchen d'Armand in a
recital on Monday, March 14.
The 8:15 p.m. program in the
Conservatory
of
Music
Auditorium will be open to the
public with a $2 scholarship
donation requested at the door.
Ms. d'Armand, a visiting lec
turer this semester, and pianist
Annette Johnson will perform
music by Franz Schubert, Jacques
Ibert, Francis Poulenc, and Hugo
Wolf.
Ms. d'Armand has extensive
experience as a performer and
teacher in the New England area.
She is a past national winner in the
Metropolitan Opera auditions in
New York City and was a finalist
in the Joy In Singing and the New
York Singing Teachers' Town Hall
Award competitions. She won the
Martha Baird Rockefeller Study
Award and has 13 years teaching
experience at Smith and Mt.
Holyoke Colleges.

Trombone recital
Joel Elias will give a recital at
the University of the Pacific on
Thursday, March 10, at 8:15 p.m.
in the Conservatory Auditorium.
Mr. Elias is lecturer in low brass at
the University. Works to be per
formed include two recent com
positions, "Preludes for Solo
Trombone" by Mr. Elias, and a
piece for trombone trio by Gary
Brainard. Other composers repre
sented will include Shostakovich,
Bruch, and Creston.
Mr. Elias has earned degrees
from Indiana University and the
Juilliard School, and is in his
second season as principal trom
bonist of the Sacramento Sym
phony. Mr. Elias will be joined in
this recital by Annette Johnson,
piano, Dr. William Dominik,
Professor of Clarinet at UOP, and
by the other members of the
Sacramento Symphony trombone
section, Donald Glattly and Gary
Brainard.
Admission is by scholarship
donation and is open to the public.

The Sting II wasn't Redford and
Newman but what else is? The Jen
nings Lang sequel to the award win
ning The Sting must be evaluated on
its own merits and not held in com
parison to its predecessor.
The cast, under the direction of
Jeremy P. Kagan (The Chosen), in
cluded Jackie Gleason, Mac Davis,
Teri Garr, Karl Maiden and Oliver
Reed. Together these characters
made an enthralling bunch. The
story written by David S. Ward, who
also wrote the original version of The
Sting, makes these characters more
true to life. The principal characters
of Fargo Gondorff and Jake Hooker
(played by Gleason and Davis) are
based on two very real con men.
These two are totally different from
the two characters in the original.
The reason for this inconsistent por
trayal, according to Kagan, is The
Sting II was inspired by and was an
expansion of the first Sting rather
than a continuation of it.
Jackie Gleason and Teri Garr star in the new con movie, The Sting II.

'Exit the King'

Play set in intimate studio
A drama performed on an en
vironmental set of found objects,
playground equipment, ramps, and a
clown face? Surround this with the
audience on three sides in an intimate
theatre, and you have created the
setting for UOP's Exit the King by
Eugene Ionesco. The drama depart
ment will present this unusual
production for six performances on
March 10, U, 12, 17, 18, and 19 in
the Studio Theatre.
The world of and around King
Berenger is falling apart, civilization
is tottering, mockery and satire con
front ceremony and pretension, and
the king is not expected to live out the
day. He who once had control of life
and nature, who ordered men
beheaded and ordered thunderbolts
from on high, who had, in short,
operated outside the law, now finds
himself within the inevitable truths of
that law. The King does not want to

die, and desperately fights against the
obvious outcome. His death is that of
civilizations: "Thousands and
millions: I am the dying agony of all.
Many worlds will flicker out in me,"
he says.
The avant-gard approach to the
set and the production was chosen to
present a type theatre Stockton
audiences have not seen for some
time at UOP. The play will be a
physical representation of the action
in King Berenger's castle. Exit the
King has been called "one of the most
moving of all lonesco's plays" and
"if only from the width of its sym
pathies, is it -incomparably his
greatest work." It is a powerful play,
with traces of humor.
David Richter, a drama senior
last seen in Something's Afoot, plays
the decaying King Berenger; Karen

See page 8, col. 1

Student Art Exhibition winners
Award winners from the 19th
Annual UOP Student Art
Exhibition have been announced.
Under each category are the names
of the winners, their hometowns,
and the names of their artwork.
Painting
Bill McCarty, Sacramento, CA,
for "Grand Canyon."
Amy Gerard, Redding, CA, watercolor.
Kanna Aoki, Albany, CA, "Cat."
Drawing
Rahman Hyder.. K. Lumpar,
Malaysia, for "Portrait."
Chrisanna Palmer, San Rafael,
CA, "Man With a Horn."
Kristine Barrett, Atherton, CA,

figure drawing.
Design
Anita Lim, Singapore, "Uncom
mon Shakespeare."
Susie Freeman, Alamo, CA, for a
letterhead.
Suzanne Merrick, Bishop, CA,
"Guys and Dolls."
Photography
Ardian Elkana, Jakarta, In
donesia, "One Point Perspective."
(two awards) Kirsten Vogel.
Munich, Germany, "#11 and #12."
Sculpture
Anne Yow, San Francisco, CA,
"Nest."
Glen Patrizio, Portland, OR,
"Expanded Time."

See page 8, col. 1

Top off the
new season.

Fanning a winner
Neil Fanning, a University of
the Pacific Conservatory of Music
student, has been selected one of
40 audition winners in the Berkeley
Junior Back Festival.
Fanning is a sophomore from
Dutch Flat whose major is music
history. He was selected to per
form the closing selection of the
five day Bach Festival program on
the
organ
at
the
First
Congregational
Church
in
Berkeley on March 27.
Fanning is a student of
University Organist Charles
Schilling and organist for St. An
ne's Episcopal Church in
Stockton. There were ap
proximately 200 competitors in
organ, vocal and instrumental
music at the Bach event.

V

The plot to The Sting II has more
twists than a dance floor full o
by-Soxers. There is also that shocker
of an ending which leaves ev^ry°"^ s
mouth agape. The viewer becomes
very interested and charmed by
characters. Lonnegan, now p aye
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Mac Davis as Hooker
by Oliver Reed, tries to con the con
men who conned him; are you lost?
To add confusion Macalinski (Karl
Maiden) is being conned by the con
men who conned Lonnegan; are you
still lost? Well, to help the audience
find their way deeper into the maze of
cons, Veronica (Teri Garr) is a coness

»roM
Wrtir*

who's affiliation is unclear; is sj,e j
with the cons who are connin
Macalinski or is she with Lonnegan •
the con to con the cons who are col?
ning Macalinski? Ordinarily t|?"
much confusion would leave nf
audience frustrated, however n,'
story had the audience anxi0US|!
awaiting the next scene.
Gondorff sends Hooker
telegram saying "Come join me f0r!
few days. Got a big house with l
yard." The outcome of this joke;
fairly obvious. This type of "J
up" joke was indicative to the man?
set ups throughout the story. The wit
that laced the script made The StiJ
II quite an enjoyable movie.
The fun of The Sting II coniK
from more than finding out what's
going to happen; it comes from fin.
ding out how it's going to happen
You can't figure out which scam is
the last scam because there's always
another one coming. In its own right
The Sting II is a very entertaining
movie. Go see it and have fun,
(Courtesy of the Stockton Royal.)
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Former Playgirl centerfold
heads reproduction of Doors
Don't get shut out! The Back
Doors are opening the ASUOP
Concert's Spring season on
Tuesday, March 15 at 8:00 p.m. in
the Conservatory. Tickets are
available at the Electronics Store at
$4.00 for ASUOP cardholders and
$6.00 general admission.
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Beatle fi
jt was back in early 196

America was first introduced l«

from Liverpool named
1, George and Ringo. 1 he)
called The Beatles. Their hair
bit longer, and their musical tal
tit different-but the girl
screamed just the same. Music
said that they were just anothi
and wouldn't be around in five
But, nearly 20 years later, the
and the impact of the Beatles is
felt everywhere-from a
every radio format to a hall
ribute in the Super Bowl!
The popularity of the Bcuth
ken unparalled in musical hi:
those impact touched an c
feneration of teenagers from the
aid 70's. And with the arrival
lew generation just now experie
their music—the Beatles influenc
k around for many more yea
tome.

The highlight of this fabulous
reproduction of The Doors is actor
and former Playgirl centerfold,
Jim Hakim. His resemblance to
the legendary Jim Morrison is
astounding.
Anne Morrison
Graham states, "I love the band! I
was particularly impressed with
Jim Hakim's portrayal of my
brother..." Hakim's motions,
facial and vocal expressions bring
the Lizard King back to life with
revitalizing energy and brilliance.
Morrison's brother-in-law, Alan
Graham, exclaims, "I'm extremely
impressed with Jim Hakim. He's
close to the Jim I knew."

i»

two-hour film tr
the Beatles, featuring rare
Jdom seen Beatles footage his
ert and T.V. appearances .
EL PlT0tJ?n*1 films and «
jfWmTwK preMarch 4

The group has already been
signed to put together the sound
track for the movie Morrison,
produced by Alan Graham.
The Back Doors began in the
east. The four musicians are all
from Pennsylvania and have been
more than a hit in the Washington
D.C. area. Frank Lynch, from
The Evening News in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania recollects that "by
the time Jim Hakim finishes, he,
has convinced most of the audience
that in spirit, if not in fact, he is

Jim Hakin of "The Back Doors."
Morrison."
Tuesday, March 15, is the day
to enter into an era of the past. It's
the day to relive "Riders on the
Storm" and "Love Her Madly".
Don't be locked out of this event.

are at 7
Open your door to an unbelievable
evening with a ticket as your key.
The Back Doors concert is
preceded by Kevin Pollack, first
runner-up in the International
Standup Comedian Contest.

Check your swimsuit. Too Tight?
Guaranteed 10-29 lbs weight loss
per month. Increase Energy.
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Get Ready for Summer
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Deli Sandwiches

Piroshki
Bagel Dogs
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Buffet
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take
Journey loses battle with
'es home
Culture Club for chart top
^DlSCussion

By Rachel Bross
Stiff Writer

kiddy bob pop audiences right out
of high school.
Frontiers
seems to be
mistitled. The album is nothing
more than a weak reproduction of
the last Journey album release
Escape. (Escape is all we want
from this album.) We cannot
honestly recommend this album to
anybody, except, of course, to
Jonathan Hill.

Last Wednesday's Bammies
f0Uld have very easily been renamed
e Eddies without one person
noticing- Eddie Money captured Best
Album with "No Control", Best
Male Vocalist, and the Bay Area
Musician of the Year. The soon-toj,e.wed Money, interviewed on
KMEL's post-Bammie show, stated
•liat he believes some of the causes of
hjS success to be, "the honesty and
sincerity of the album...a good
band...and staying straight the whole

Outstanding Acoustic/Foil
Country Artist or Group
Hearts on Fire

night-"

The Sixth Annual Bammy
^ards seemed to go much smoother
.[lis year than in the past. The audience
enjoyed the diversity of entertain
ment which was supplied throughout
^e night. Nominated artists Eddie
Money, Romeo Void, Greg Kihn,
Tommy Tutone, Huey Lewis, and
Bobby McFerrin, played sparingly
throughout the ceremoney. However,
some of the most enjoyable parts of
,he show did not rest in the billed
stars.
"The Overture", consisted of
the nominees for Best Song. The ren-

Best Bay Area Club Band
Huey Lewis and the News
Best Guitarist
Dave Meniketti(Y & T)
Best Keyboard/Synthesist
Jonathon Cain(Journey)
Best Bassist
David Freidberg (Jefferson Starship)
Best Drummer/Percussonist
Larry Lynch IGreg Kihn Band)

Beatle film festival set tonight

untx"tv;
is your k
concert
>oUacL
nternati'
?ntesi-

It was back in early 1964 that
America was first introduced to four
lads from Liverpool named John,
Paul, George and Ringo. They were
called The Beatles. Their hair was a
bit longer, and their musical talents a
bit different-but the girls all
screamed just the same. Music critics
said that they were just another fad
and wouldn't be around in five years.
But, nearly 20 years later, the music
and the impact of the Beatles is heard
and felt everywhere-from almost
every radio format to a half-time
tribute in the Super Bowl!
The popularity of the Beatles has
ten unparalled in musical history,
whose impact touched an entire
generation of teenagers from the 60's
and 70's. And with the arrival of a
new generation just now experiencing
their music-the Beatles influence will
he around for many more years to
tome.
A special two-hour film tribute
to the Beatles, featuring rare and
teldom seen Beatles footage, historic
;oncert and T.V. appearances, interjews, promotional films and other
Jeatles short films will be presented,
"day and Saturday, March 4 & 5 at
University of the Pacific's Rotunda
Auditorium. Show are at 7 and 9:30
fiRn
Admission is $3—
U0P/$4..(3enera] The event is
Jonsored by UOP Model United
Nations.
The Beatles Concert Film
tstival will feature the first
revision appearance on the Ed
'•van show on February 9, 1964,
• footage from famous concerts

promotional and studio films from
1967 to 1970, plus a special film
tribute to the late John Lennon.
The Beatles Concert Film
Festival chronicles the careers and
history of the Beatles. It takes you
back to their earliest days and follows
through to the groups high points and
eventual breakup. The film will surely
relive the excitement and nostalgia
for those who grew up with the
Beatles, and be a good history lesson
for those just now discovering the
music of the Beatles.

Buffet

Mon thru Fri

What does the word "fron
tiers" mean to you? If it elicits
thoughts of new experiences, new
eras, new territories, then stay
away from Journey's latest release,
Frontiers; it's no frontier.
The album already has one
FM hit, "Separate Ways." The
only reason we can come up with
for this cut making it as a hit is
because it is typical Journey. The
lyrics play on the over used theme
of love. The guitar riffs are too
similar to previously released
material. The drum and bass and
keyboards are equally as boring.
Boring is the ultimate adjec
tive for this album. Steve Perry's
mouse-like vocals do absolutely
nothing for the album. None of the
cuts are unique or original. The
theme of love is used again and
again and again. Love is a wonder
ful thing, but it does not grant
album success. This album, like
most of Journey's music is nothing
more than slightly polished FM
fodder.
Journey's copyright is called
Weed High Nightmare Music. This
album certainly is a nightmare. It's
obvious Journey is out to make
money fast without consideration
for quality—this album proves it.
Granted old Journey was
tolerable, but this new cacophony
is seemingly programmed towards

Culture Club
Kissing to be Clever
Epic
Who is this Boy George and
his Culture Club? They come out
of nowhere and all of a sudden
reach the tops of the charts? That
seems to be the technique used by
the majority of these new groups
that make up this new musicHaircut 100, Men At Work, etc.
Their first album, Kissing To
Be Clever, is being made famous
by the number one song on the
charts this week~"Do You Really
Want To Hurt Me". According to
Rolling Stone magazine this song
was recorded in one take. This is
a very catch tune with the subtle
organ, the heavy bassline, the
moving keyboards and the very in
teresting Boy George.
Culture Club is composed of
four members:
Boy Georgevocals; Jon Moss-drums, per
cussion and linn drum program
ming; Roy Hay- guitars, keyboards

T.K. Rohan
Gordon Spielberg

Records courtesy of the Record
Factory.

Fine Quality Beers Since 1873

Rare Beatles film footage presented in "The Beatles Concert Film Festival.

Mandarin
Village
AH You Can Eat

Journey
Frontiers
Columbia

piano and electric sitar; and
Michael Craig-bass. Boy George had
no musical training and had never
played an instrument or written a
song when he auditioned as a
singer with Bow Wow Wow.
With little success with Bow Wow
Wow as "Lieutenant Lush", he
soon moved on and met bassist
Michael Craig and formed Culture
Club with Jon Moss and Roy Hay.
And now after a frustrating year of
rock and roll, he has come up with
a number-one song and a numberone album.
Culture Club seems to be
composed of very good musicians.
They play all different kinds of
music with equal skill. There are
three Latin sounding songs that are
really quite good-'Tm Afraid Of
Me" with interesting lyrics and
definitely danceable; "You Know
I'm Not Crazy" with the heavy
drums, the definite Mexican style
music and Boy George's perfect
pop-soul vocals; and "White Boys
Can't Control It" with the horns
and the good saxohpone which
reminds one of being at a bull
fight.
There are also two funk soul
songs on Kissing To Be Clever.
"Time (Clock of the Heart)"
sounds like some George Benson
and "White Boy" which has the
heavy bassline and the intense syn
thesized drums.
The last song on the album is
very interesting. It's entitled "Boy
Boy" and it seems to be Boy
George's song. Who cares about
George's looks? Is that really im
portant? Looks don't make hits
(but he sure is weird lookin'), the
talent is what's important.
This week, Culture Club
replaced Men At Work for the top
single of the week. They should
remain there for a couple of weeks.
It's a very interesting album worth
listening to and definitely worth
buying.

Mandarin & Szechiien Cuisine
Menu
Soup
Salad Bar
Sweet b Sour Pork
Curried Beef
Almond Chicken
Fried Bice
Chow Mein
Egg Rolls
Fried Won Ton
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Dr. Gwen Brown speaks out on academics
By Jeanette Fregulia
Staff Writer

The University of the Pacific has
many interesting faculty members.
Few, however, are as controversial
and outspoken as Dr. Gwen Brown,
Professor of Philosophy and Director
of the Honors Program. Dr. Brown
is known for willingness to take a
stand on campus politics, and is often
at odds with the administration.
After graduation from high
school, Dr. Brown completed her un
dergraduate studies at Queen's
University in New York City. After
four years, she studied philosophy at
Heidelberg University, Germany.
She finished her doctorate at Colum
bia University while teaching at
Queen's. Before coming to UOP, she
spent one year teaching at Bradely
University in Peoria. After resigning
she came to UOP in 1968.
Recently I was fortunate enough
to spend a couple of hours talking
with Dr. Brown. In the course of our
conversation I asked her how she felt
UOP
students
were
doing
academically. She commented that
the literacy rate of students has im
proved in the last four or five years.

She believes that "the new general
education program will help improve
UOP's education standards."
She does find students of today
to be much more interested in ob
taining a diploma. They are concen
trating primarily on their particular
field
(business,
pharmacy,
engineering, etc.). Students are not
nearly as interested in political issues
and liberal arts as they were in the late
1960's. This is a national trend Dr.
Brown feels will change in the next
four to five years.
Dr. Brown also commented that,
to raise academic standards, UOP
needs to increase recruitment, and
enlargen its share of the best high
school graduates and transfer students.
This can be done by offering more
financial aid.
Dr. Brown is often heard making
negative comments about the school,
and arguing with the administration
about the way the school is run.
What is often overlooked, however,
are her many positive feelings about
the school she has been a part of over
the last fourteen years.
"We have a fine campus,
dedicated faculty, a healthy campus
atmosphere, and good school in

teraction."
Professors are easily
available to spend time with students,
and there is a unity among sc

that is to be admired.
She was quick to add the U
does spend a bit too much on bncKs
and mortar". She holds the Spanos
Center up as an example, She apDeared a little unhappy that because
UOP plays NCAA Division 1, we
must have this new building. S e
feels the money could have been spent
much more wisely.
True to her reputation, Dr.
Brown's favorite subject is the ad
ministration. Dr. Brown has many
feelings in this area, and they are of
ten far from positive.
"Too much is spent on ad
ministration," she stated bluntly. In
the course of our discussion she was
quite frank in. her appraisal of ad
ministrative doings.
She referred to the ad
ministration's "suites, domains, and
empires", and reminisced about
when the finance center was in one
floor of Burn's Tower, and there was
about one-third the number of staff
for approximately the same amount
of students.
She finds priorities, to be

misplaced. Instead of microscorw
for lab, and books for the library *
have secretaries and Xerox machined
CU/. emphasized
omr»Koci7pH that
that students
cturlant. pay f
She
an education, not for a president
three vice presidents, and numer0l'
secretaries. Dr. Brown also finds that
though UOP is a tuition-dependaJ
institution
the
administrate
mechanism is more like a state scWi
in size and bureaucratic red tape. Sh
is adamant that books, dorms th5
library, and all things that 'heln
promote an education of the fines,
quality should be of top priority jn
monetary concerns.
UOP
is
somewhat lacking in the realizatiion
of what is of primary importance
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'Exit the king' opens
From page 4
cynical Queen; Hilary Hendricks ap
pears as Marie, the young, beautiful,
favorite Queen; Joe Stratton, last
seen as Big Jule in Guys and Dolls
plays the Guard; Dana Axelrod is cast
as Juliette, the lady servant; and,
Steve Hoefer, recently seen as Flint in
Something's Afoot, plays the doctor.
Exit the King, directed by
William Wolak, is a classic, powerful
piece of theatre. Tickets are $4
general admission, and $2 for stu
dents, senior citizens, and UOP staff.

For reservations and information,
call 946-2289.
A special item for this show will
be a sign language interpreter for
the Thursday, March 17 perfor
mance. A section for those wishing to
has been
utilize the interpreter
designated for this performance only.
Those wishing to sit in this section
should request so when making reser
vations. For those people with a
TTY, call 948-0231. Otherwise, use
the drama department box office
number, 946-2289.

Art Exhibition
From page 4
Greg Hankinson, Menlo Park,
CA/New York, NY, "Life and
Death."
Other
Beth Ann Budach, Alamo, CA,
pastel.

Chi Lam, Canyon Country, CA,
pastel.
Andy Franklin, Redding, CA,
pastel.
All winners received cash
awards at the reception held
Tuesday, Feb. 22 in the University
Center Gallery. The exhibition
runs through March 10,

Coin Operated Laundry
For Sale or Exchange
Financing Available
Needs part-time management
9 years remaining on lease
No cost of living increase

For more info, call:

Staff Writer

In her nineteenth year of
teaching at UOP, School of
Education Professor, Dr. Juanita
Favors Curtis, says more black
students are capable of paying the
high cost of tuition to attend school
here, than the black students who
were here in the late 1960's and early
1970's.
"The black students who came
here in the 1960's stood out from the
mainstream of student life on the
UOP campus due to the fact that
most of them were not as
economically well off as the nonblack students who went here," Cur
tis said. "Today the economic gap
between UOP's black and white
students has diminished," Curtis ad
ds.
Dr. Curtis began teaching at
UOP the summer of 1963. In
recalling her first year at UOP, Curtis
says there were eight black students
going to UOP back then, three
females and five males.
Dr. Curtis said she was involved
in making it possible for more black
students to come to UOP. She said in
the late 1960's the School of
Education, with her help, attempted
to recruit black students to come to
UOP. One of these attempts was a
Teacher Core Program at Pacific.
The program provided federal funds

to college juniors who wanted to
become teachers. In its initial year the
program was responsible for 27
students coming to UOP. Most of them
were minorities who had come from
Community Colleges.
Curtis also said that the state of
California provided funds to
education students at UOP through a
New Careers Program. Curtis said
both the programs helped the School
of Education bring in more black

students to UOP and with these
students came big money for the
university.
According to Curtis, most of the
students attending school at UOP in
the late 1960's and early 1970's were
in the School of Education. That has
changed, Curtis said. "Today black
students are entering into the other
schools and are no longer flocking to
the School of Education like they did
in the past."

Theta's "Dream Girl" came in third
place. John B.'s skit was about the
return of Stan McCaffrey and the at
tempts of a witch-like V.P. to over
throw him. "This Stanley Must Go"
was very well performed. "Clown
College" came in first place on
Friday and dropped to third on
Saturday. Director Jack Singer com
ments, "We were up by 11 points!
We were so psyched up-Omega Phi
has been in third place for twenty
years!" Singer attributes their drop in
standing to their placement in the or
der of the evenings. "Being at the end
on Friday helped us, but being at the
beginning hurt us on Saturday.
Maybe the judges weren't ready."
Theta's fun and energetic skit
was about girls at an all-girls school

competing in the "Alex G. Spanos
competition" to find the perfect
"Dream Girl" to send to UOP. Their
songs were catchy and clever.
Grace Covell is reported to have
missed third place by 0.07 points with
"Freshman '10' " a skit about the
alleged ten pounds gained by all
freshmen women. "One Flew Over
the Carter Nest," featuring an
unusually cast administration,
showed just how crazy dorm living
can be. Farley's "Pacific's Beat
moves On" was essentially a dance
show portraying the musical trends of
the past three decades.
Alpha Chi Omega's "Gotta
Dance"
featured
impressive
choreography and an outstanding live
performance of "On Broadway."
"Real Judges Don't Eat Quiche,"
SAE's skit, told the story of SAE
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As our talk drew to a close Dr
Brown reminded me that she has
made the decision to remain at (JOp
though over the past fourteen years
she has had several opportunities t0
transfer.
Though she argUes
regularly with faculty and administration, and makes sure her
opinions are heard, she does feel
UOP has many fine qualities. As she
assured me,
"I would not have
stayed if I did not feel this was a good
place to be!"

westernideas
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Graduation is a big event in the lives of your parents and family ... as it is in yours. In the past many graduates and their
friends and families have been disappointed because of failure to order graduation invitations in time.

£&

March 9th, 1983. Orders with full payment must be
made at the UOP Bookstore from 10:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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FRENCH FOLD INVITATION
$4.25 per pack of 10

SOUVENIR
ANNOUNCEMENT COVER
$2.50
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REGULAR
APPRECIATION GIFT
$6.95
Iholds 5*7 pholol

<v
THANK YOU CARDS
$5.95 per box of 24

MONOGRAMMED NOTE CARDS
$7.50 per box of 24

INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR PRQPRp
HANDLING OF ORDERs"

Fill out enclosed order form. Name is to be filled out
exactly the way you want your name cards to read
Keep Student Copy and return 2 copies to the
Bookstore with full payment.
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APPRECIATION GIFT
$12.95
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California Sales Tax to your order.
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Orders can be picked up at the UOP Bookstore after 1
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OFFICIAL GRADUATION SUPPI.TFS

O

Stephen L. Pollack, O.D.

1701W. March Lane
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Mies, thecneTcn..^^

ORDER AND DELIVERY DATES

WAKE UP
AND SEE!

Fee includes:
—Eye Examination
—Contact Lens Fitting
—One Pair of Extended Wear Contacts
—Starter Kit
—Handling and Care Instructions
—Follow-up Care For 6 Months

951-2020
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drugging their judges so they would
win Band Frolic this year. The judges
staggered out 40 years later <o
find a new, modernized, celebretizeii
Band Frolic. SAE's had a bit ofl
trouble on the ballots with unnec-;
cesary crassness," but their show was
the most respectable it's ever been.
Between-skit entertainment was rhile being noted for past «<
nearly as fun as the skits themselves. enetheless assume resr>on*ibii
Andy Rooney and Mr. Rogers (Mick promoting the
Marcks) came out to amuse and pick fwety. This past
on the audience, and the Winter Ter- apter sponsored a "Hi i
mites Phi Mu Alpha Symphonico, th the President" and i *
and Cold Pablum provided excellent'
(The Future. Those inierr i
musical entertainment. The outstan
.
Mortar Board if n„!
ding between-act performances were
Macted, should call H.*k x!
the soloists Liz Ward and Emcee 944 7
394 for further
Mike Hamm. Ward's "I Know I'll atl°i concerning
i
"
Never Love This Way Again" wasen^Sections
procedures
*'
chanting, and "Misty," performed
by Hamm, was heartstopping.
T

(916)583-3993

$100 OFF
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See page 9, col. 5
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Presently most of UOP's black
students are in the College of the
Pacific. The rest are spread out in the
other schools on campus. There are
twelve black students in the School of
Education this year. Dr. Curtis says
she would like to see more good black
students in education, because she
feels it is a very rewarding field for
blacks to enter. She says that
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Frolic runners-up showed talent
From page 1
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Pacific's first black professor talks about UOP
By Kereshawn Hardy
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I On the darker side
Dr. Owenn Browne Professor of Philosophy and Director of Honors
Programs.
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wiU give a maj°r foreign
address at the 36th Anniver^Dinner of the World Affairs]
C°,uncil of Northern California.
^ dinner will take place Satur-1
March 5, 7:30 p.m., at the St.
Francis Hotel in San Francisco.
Jbassador Philip Habib, Special
envoy to the Middle East, will be
L Guest of Honor.
There will also be an oppor
tunity f°r inf°rmai discussion with
,bassador Habib at an 11:00
, coffee, March 5, at the World
affairs Center, 312 Sutter Street,
jan Francisco.
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Candidates express their campaign views

Shultz to speak
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The filming of early movies in
miles, California, complete with
references to Broncho Billy and
Charlie Chaplin, is the subject of a
eature article in the current issue
yfThe Pacific Historian.
The quarterly journal on
Western history and ideas is
published by the Holt-Atherton
Pacific Center For Western Studies
alUniversity of the Pacific.
In addition to the article on
s, the current issue features a
story on the record 26-year run of
a play in Los Angeles and the
second in a series of articles on
Stockton jeweler Charles Haas. In
formation on obtaining The
Pacific Historian is available by
wntacting the Pacific Center at
M6-2405.

Mortar Board
meeting
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Tour deadline

Saturday (March 5) is the
fetration deadline for the 36th
id theit nual California Mission Tour
,duates an
,at 's arranged through the i
Pversity of the Pacific Office of
iielong Learning.
u
traditional Easter week
if0 a" 21 Franciscan missions
to ur°m ^arch 26 to April 2.
Bookstore
,
history professor, Walter
OP
, ; w>" direct the tour, which
Available for credit.
sPa<* is limited, and those |
'ho
III ate interested should contact

udget, can be brought under control
y making UOP more desireable to
P°?nt'al students. "It is the responsibility 0f ASUOP to help in this
process by pulling the students
gether to improve the quality of life
on campus."
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For the Pharmacy students,
England wants to see the student
lounge in the Rotunda completed. He
also feels that they should have con
tinued summer funding since many of
them are here during that time.
Presidential candidate Monty
riffin states, Campus-wide spirit
and unity are the keys to campuswide academic and social growth."
ASUOP can help promote this by
revitalizing student body spirit,
awareness, unity, and pride. He adds,
"This must be accomplished before
we can deal with a serious problem
that faces U.O.P. - a lack of com
munication between the student body
and the University decision making
bodies."
According to Griffin, the
University's problems with high
tuition, decreasing enrollment, finan
cial aid cutbacks/ and the athletic

Presidential candidate Scott Vila
states, "The issues that I deal with
ave ,t° be both realistic and pracicai. He commented that in the next
ew years the
university will face
major challenges in terms of
nrollment and budget decreases,
therefore, ifs important that the
uaents continue to have represen°n University committees.
ith these committees we can have
an input into the day to day decisions
ot the University, as well as infor
mation about upcoming major
decisions that have to be made in
terms of University policy."

Vila wants to see an increased
cooperation between ASUOP, the
constituent schools, and other campas organizations. "If we approach
the administration as a united voice,
instead of a separated one, it would
have much more of an impact on
University policy," he states.

Regarding The Pacifican,Vila
would like to see a stronger
publication board and more com
munication with ASUOP. Vila states.
'It's crucial that ASUOP and The
Pacifican have a better working
relationship. That way, not only will
ASUOPs publicity be better, but also
The Pacifican's ability to cover cam
pus events will prosper."
Presidential candidate Larry
Hertz comments, "It's not what
ASUOP can do for the students - but
what the students can do with
ASUOP to make the university a bet
ter place." Hertz's plans for ASUOP
include installing a computer to help
schedule events. Whenever a group
wants to schedule an event on any day
of the week, they must clear it with
the computer first. Hertz states,
"This would start solving the
problem of having too many events
scheduled on the same night. Curren
tly, we have some nights overscheduled and some under-scheduled.
This system would help balance that
out."
In
to the University's
--- ' regard
--o
w .1. * wx JII.J o

recruiting program Hertz states, "By
enhancing this program we could help
bring spirit, commitment, and pride
back into the campus. Hertz suggests
sending University students back to
their high schools with the Deans to
recruit.
Hertz also wants to see more
student input on University commit
tees and more university fund raising
through the Office of Development.
Vice-Presidential candidate Jerry
Tsang states, "The key thing to being
Vice-President is knowing how to go
about getting something done.
Whether it be working with people or
getting myself going."
Tsang anticipates the con
solidation of ASUOP and the PPC
will help ASUOP better meet the
student's needs. He adds, "Because
the two will be able to work together,
u
ill allow
OIIUVT iut
C LU
UC dLLU
it "
will
for more
to be
accom-

on co-ops, internships, and student
teaching. We are well advised to
eliminate any future confusion," said
Marks.
"These situations are handled on
an individual basis, so they aren't
specifically
explained in
the

agreement form," said Judy Cham
bers, Vice President for Student Life.
"I would be in favor of any changes
to further clarify the issue in writing.
By upholding this policy which con
trol outside employment, we are ac
tually protecting the students."

ASUOP vice-presidential candidates Jerry Tsang, Doug Abdalla and Eric Roebuck areseen here during The
Pacifican's Tuesday candidateforum.

RA fired over outside work policy
From page 1

Now that she is student teaching,
Carter said she feels she probably
could have handled RA and outside
work also. "But," she added, I
can't really know that unless I'm
given the chance. I strongly feel
someone, someday, should be given
just that chance. The reason I
brought this to the attention of The
Pacifican is so that maybe this
situation won't happen to anyone
else, that future RA's will be aware of
these unwritten policies, and that
maybe the policies will either be
revised or written down." "There
was probably a lack of com
munication on both sides, and the
whole situation just seemed un
clear," said Carter.
'AsIhave already said, we have
had no problems in the past, but since
we have had this confusion now,
maybe it warrants a separate
statement in the RA "agreement and
statemeni in
7job-description which addresses the
^liaihilitv for outside worl^or RA s

From page 1
jobs if future enrollment declines and
resulting budget cuts are aimed at
faculty. He adds, some faculty are
living in a mode of uncertainty, not
knowing what will happen next, and
not finding out until the major
decisions are filtered down through
the administration.
Other views expressed feelings
that the resources into educational
processes are disappointing, and too
many administrative decisions are
being made without faculty consultation. There was a direct feeling
that administration is spending

Band

h°nathon plannei

plished and more effective use of
student's funds."
Regarding the unification of the
calendar, Tsang states, "It will allow
greater unity among the students as
far as being able to do things
together. In the Past, Winter Term
has been a time of division among
students."
Vice-Presidential candidate
Doug Abdalla wants to see the
students of Pacific become more in
volved in their government. Regar
ding the Board of Supervisors, Ab
dalla comments, "I'd like to make
the board a little more public so the
students know how they're being
represented."
Abdalla also wants to see the
constituent schools come together.
"They're not really all striving for
one Pacific. They're all their own
schools, which is part of the idea of

the University, but they should be
more entwined," he says.
Vice-Presidential candidate Eric
Roebuck has been a member of the
Board of Supervisors since Septem
ber. According to Roebuck, the
board has been rather "lax" regar
ding University issues this year. He
stated there is no excuse for this
laxity. "The student representatives
need to promote the interests of the
students and maintain accoun
tability," he said.
ASUOP elections will be held on
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 15
and 16 in the University Center. An
all candidate speech presentation will
be held Monday March 14 at noon in
the U.C. Patio, and at 7:00 p.m. in
the U.C. Theater. COPA and SBPA
candidates will also speak at the 7:00
event.

First black prof talks
From page 8

Faculty morale slips

st946^42^fe10ng Learning Office

Phonathon to inform
"Slty °f the Pacific alumni of
i c,al matching gift program is
ed for March 13-17. Pacific
nts will be placing calls for
I en'ngs from Burns Tower to
| "mn' who have not contbbi
in recent years.
e "itcher, president of the
1 sain"!8 Student Alumni Coun' the L a'umn'
he notified
challenge to the university
? The James Irvine Foun'lion.

money on non-academics.
This low morale among many
faculty members is felt to be slowly
affecting faculty views of the univer
sity and already shows signs of some
faculty looking into positions away
from Pacific with institutions which
show more promise of security and
stability. This could result in the loss
of good, effective instructors and
might pose a threat to attracting
quality
personnel.
Economic
problems are affecting schools across
the nation, however, such problems
within a small institution could result
in devastating blows to the University's smooth operational abilities.

"through education, blacks can teach
others the value of understanding.
They would be able to provide
positive role modes for black
youngsters, and also for other
youngsters," Curtis said.
She gives an example of one of
her most memorable moments here at
UOP. "I had a social studies class,
some years back, in which I had a
number of white students and a few
black students. It was evident to me
that there were some bad feelings
between some of the girls in the two
groups. I put the two groups of ladies
together to work on a class project.
To my surprise one day, they all came
up to me and told me that they were
spending a lot of time together and
were making a lot of progress on their
project.
One young lady, she was white,
stayed after on the last day of class
and told me thatI was often discussed

in her home. She had told her parents
that I was her favorite professor.
Then tears came from her eyes, so I
asked her what was wrong. She said,
'There's one thingI didn't tell them."
She started crying again. 1 looked at
her and said, "Don't worry, you
don't have to tell them that your
professor is black."
Dr. Curtis was the first black
professor hired at UOP. "Being the
first black professor to come here was
not particularly a challenge. I felt
OK. I think I felt a little lonesome,
I'll say, but I was so involved with
being the first black professor at
UOP. 1 thought that perhaps the
future of hiring black professors
would depend heavily on my success
or failure," Curtis said.
There are now three black
professors at UOP, Dr. Juanita Cur
tis, Dr. Larry Walker (Art Depar
tment), and Dr. Mark Ealey (Chair
man of Black Studies Department).
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Tigers
shoot
for
winning
finish
Karen's Comments

By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Aerobics: variety in conditioning
At or near the top of the list of recent fitness fads has been "jazzercise." Everyone from Richard Simmons to campus sororities claim to
have their own unique blend of exercises compiled into a routine
program.
A more strenuous branch of the multidimensional fitness programs
called aerobics, has found its way into conditioning programs for varsity
sports. Two examples at UOP have been the baseball team and, now, the
football team.
According to program coordinator Kristen Spracher, the
"workout" is designed to increase strength and muscle tone, flexibility,
endurance and stamina, balance and coordination and dynamic motion
on the court or field.
A typical hour workout goes as such; warm-up 10-15 minutes, arm
shoulder and waist work 8-12 min., aerobics (dynamic movements) 8-12
min., abdominal, buttocks and legs 5-8 min., and cool-down 2-3 mins.
Spracher, a 1981 UOP graduate who is currently working towards
her master's in physical education and sportsmedicine, is also Exercise
Technician and Fitness Coordinator for Employee Fitness at St. Joseph's
Hospital of Stockton.
Spracher got the idea to introduce aerobics to the UOP athletic
department after hearing about other programs.
"I had heard about a program that the Chicago White Sox
(baseball) had when I went to a Fitness Director's meeting," she said.
"I've also heard about a program that the Rams (football) were
doing and about one that Ohio State's baseball team was doing."
As for ideas in designing her workouts, Spracher "goes to a lot of
jazzercise classes" and to the Jane Fonda studio and does "a lot of
reading" and "makes up exercises" as the programs develop.
One of the things that Spracher stresses to her "students" is that
they do the exercises properly so that they don't injure themselves and
"have fun."
Spracher worked with the UOP baseball team twice a week for four
weeks prior to their season.
"It was a lot of fun for the guys," said assistant baseball coach
Mike Otto." A lot of guys really got into it.
"The main contribution it had for us," continued Otto, "was that it
added variety to our conditioning. We could decrease the amount of
running and still get a good workout with aerobics, and we could stress
balance and coordination as well as conditioning."
Otto feels that it's also helped to cut down leg injuries for the team
by increasing flexibility.
Spracher is currently working with the Tiger football team, once a
week for eight weeks.
"When you see a great athlete, one characteristic you'll notice is
extreme flexibility," said Head Football Coach Bob Cope. "This
program (aerobics) will do a great job of helping trim the waist area and
increasing flexibility. It will help to make the players more graceful and
more fluid and will provide a cardiovascular workout."
Spracher receives a reasonable fee for her work with UOP athletics
(which she hopes to expand to other teams) but most of all she enjoys her
work.
"I get a satisfaction out of seeing the change (improvement) in
everyone's condition," she said. "It's wonderful to get paid to do
somethng you enjoy. I get a lot in return."
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Tiger basketball will be shooting
to close out their regular season on a
winning note tomorrow night when
they host PCAA foe UC Irvine at
7:35 p.m. in the A.G. Spanos Center.
Last night the Tigers hosted
league opponent Long Beach State.
Results were unavailable at press
time.
UOP needs one win (either last
night or tomorrow) or UC Santa Bar
bara needs to lose one game, in order
for Pacific to gain the final berth in
the 8th annual PCAA Tournament
next week. If the Tigers qualify,
they'll open the tourney against
University of Nevada-Las Vegas.
The young Tiger team, which has
been plagued by injuries and misfor
tune, has returned home after five
consecutive road games with a 6-19
overall record and 3-11 in league at
eighth place.
"I thought we played hard for
longer periods of time," said Head
Coach Tom O'Neill. "If we can con
tinue improving like this, I think
there's going to be something good
for us before the season's over.
"We've been improving over the
last five or six games but the
depletion of personnel has really hurt
us," he said.
When the Tigers faced UCI on
the road last week, they lost by a slim
two point margin, 78-76. Pacific led
late in the game and played well
enough to win but the Anteaters slip
ped by. The home court advantage
may just give the Tigers the extra edge
tomorrow.
"I hope that home court will be a
factor," added O'Neill.

Rain hampers Softball

"Long Beach State and UC Ir
vine are two teams we can beat and I
think it's important to come away
with at least one win-both for this
year and next," said O Neill.
UC Irvine has won four straight,
including a record-setting win over
Long Beach State in which the An
teaters had a conference single game
high of 120 points.
Junior forward Ben McDonald
has been leading UCI most of the
season. Against UOP last week he
had 28 points and 10 steals. He now
has 1,020 career points.
The Tigers have been aided by
the return of sophomore forward
Drew Rodgers.
He corrected
academic deficiencies and was
declared eligible last Wednesday for
the remainder of the season. He put
in 17 points at UC Irvine last week
and 14 at Fresno State.
Senior guard Laurence Held is
averaging in double figures (11.6) and
is the leading backcourt rebounder in
the PCAA (5.6). He's at 6th place on
the all-time Pacific assist list with
225. Held has now played in 102
UOP games-more than any other
Tiger except former star Ron Cor
nelius.
Junior guard John Leidenheimer
has moved into 5th on the all-time
assist chart with 230. His 117 have
put him at 7th on the single season
list.

The UOP softball team wi,,
take a break from the rain"
weather this week and travel
to
sunny Arizona to compete
- - tn thf

prestigious Arizona State T0uJ
nament.

Freshman Rich Anema goes up for
two in recent UOP game.

Former UOP star fulfilling dream
By Liz Ward

Staff Writer
Greg Unger, UOP baseball's
former star pitcher was drafted by the
Ft. Lauderdale Yankees after he
graduated last _May, on the way to
making a? childhood dream come
true.
"Playing
pro-baseball
is
something I've always dreamed of
doing, ever since I was a little kid,"
Unger said. "When the chance came
up, it was a tough decision, but I
always knew I'd regret it if I didn't
try," he added.
Unger, a business major, had
already acquired a job as a financial
analyst with Ford Aerospace, and
was set to start the job after
graduation. That's when he received
a call from the Yankees (right after
the June pro-baseball draft). "They
wanted me to decide right then," he
said, but he took the time to talk it
over with his family and friends.
"They were all really supportive," he
commented.
The
position
with
Ford
Aerospace would have brought him
about $20,000 a year. "That ($20,000
a year) compared to $600 a month I'd
be earning with the Yankees made the
decision tough, but I knew that
playing pro-baseball was something
I'd always dreamed of doing," he
added.
Once Unger made the decision to
accept the Yankees offer, he went to
Paintsville, Kentucky, where the Ap
palachian League trains.
"They really watch you out
there. Everybody's fighting for their
lives- coaches, owners and players.
You have to perform to your level or
you're sent walking," Unger said.
But he wasn't sent walking by any
means- Unger led the league with a
1.37 ERA (earned run average) and
had a 5-1 record. "I guess I did pretty
well," he stated modestly.

_

Seven teams will compete
the round-robin tournament''
UOP opens play against NorP;'
Conference foe Oregon StanThursday at 9 a.m. Friday, th»
Lady Tigers will face Northern
Arizona (9 a.m.) and University 0f
Utah (6 p.m.) and Saturday thev
meet Utah State (1 p.m.) and host
Arizona State (8 p.m.). pacif.
closes out the tournament at n
a.m. Sunday with a game against
Cal Poly-Pomona.
"I always said that the ASU
tournament was the key to 0Ur
season last year," commented
UOP coach Cindy "Bucky"
Reynolds, whose team finished
third behind Cal Poly and ASU
last year. "It is a great tournament
with a lot of tough teams. I think
our team is ready to play the top
teams."
ASU finished
fourth in the
NCAA College World Series last
season and Cal Poly advanced to
the regionals. Utah State captured
the AIAW National title in 1981.
Pacific enters the tournament
witfy a 4-0 record, having defeated
Stanislaus State, 3-0 and 6-2, and
Hayward State, 8-1 and 5-3, last
week. The Lady Tigers games with
Sacramento State and Fresno
State were called because of the
rain,
and
have not been
rescheduled as of yet.
UOP
will
next
face
doubleheaders at Santa Clara
(March 8) and at Sac State (March
10) and then home against NevadaReno (March 13).
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Weather throws

baseball slow pitch

Tiger baseball will travel
tomorrot
Pomona mmorrow
with Cal Po

Pomona, weather P«rj"'^,n|

HOP will then return home
single games next 1 uesday vci
Stanislaus State, and Wednesr
against Sonoma at Billy Heb
field.

The Tigers have been rair
of
10 of its first 18 games,
out
three-game series with Cal Po
SLO was cancelled in en
February, and a three-game ser
with Oregon Tech was rained t
ast weekend.
Pacific's record stands at 4

Men's soccer

Yankee pitcher Greg Unger is pi
tured in his UOP days. While
Pacific, he was a four-year started
and set NCAA records. Here, Unger
The UOP men's soccer ten
winds up for a Fresno batter returned from Santa Barburi
Nowadays he's working on makingi tournament last weekend with
childhood dream come true.
disappointing 1-2 record.

win 1, lose 2

Pacific won its first game
the tournament against (.
Lutheran, 5-4.
The Tigers then proceeded
SB 8-2
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A company like this comes
along. Excited people by the,
thousands are getting on board.)
A struggling teacher in California |
working
two
jobs
mada |
$57,575 in 3 months. A real,
estate
broker
in Canada,J
hopelessly in debt made over j
$75,000 his first 3 months i"|
•the business. A truck driver from |
Texas is making over $ 30,000 j
per
month.
All
incomes
verifiable. If you are concerned
about your health, care about
others and need to earn a supe r
high income, can train, motivate
and supervise. We train part time
or full time. Send resume
Doug Campbell c/o Pacifican.
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"There's less pressure in the
pros," he said. "Baseball is your
main concern. You don't have to
worry about tests, typing papers, or
trying to get through school in four
years like you do in college baseball."
At UOP, Unger was a starter all
four years, set NCAA career records,
and watched the team go through a
lot of changes. "They have much
more discipline, and the guys are
much more dedicated now than when
I first came to Pacific," he said. He
attributed this attitude change to
second-year Head Coach John
Picone, who as Unger said, "expects
100 percent out of everybody."
When training in Kentucky en
ded in September, Unger got an ac
counting job with Atari and worked
there until January. He's been in
Stockton ever since, practicing until
spring training begins on March 11 in
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
So for now, Unger will "just
keep on refining my skills and prac
ticing- always trying to get it per
fect." And continue making his
dream come true.
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Y tigers end on losing note
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Swim finals
The UOP men's swim team is
competing at the PCAA Cham
pionships through Saturday at
[ong Beach's Belmont Plaza.
Trials are scheduled for noon, with
|he finals set for 7:30 p.m. each
^y. points will be scored through
twelve places.
Top individuals, and potential
fjCAA qualifiers, for the Tigers
...
juniors Rob
Case, Dave
gre ju"*"-—^tt»c
«'s, Scott Adams and Tom
liels,
is the defending
Wilson.i. Case .s
champion in the 200 backstroke,
#hile Adams and Wilson have
been finalists at the PCAA's in
tmnrr
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Weather throws
baseball slow pitch

Tiger baseball will travel to
Pomona tomorrow
for
a
doubleheader with Cal PolyPomona, weather permitting.
, . *V'"l^gamci UOP will then return home for
.. . /;!'' Md Fresti single games next Tuesday versus
*® a becaust of ti Stanislaus State, and Wednesday
1IV« not
against Sonoma at Billy Hebert
u t.
Field.
next fat(
The Tigers have been rained
"™**n »t Santa
out of 10 of its first 18 games. A
' 1 at Sac State (Maid three-game series with Cal Poly'
"ne against Nevada SLO was cancelled in early
^L.
13)
February, and a three-game series
with Oregon Tech was rained out
ast weekend.
Pacific's record stands at 4-4.
. . .

a.ta&Tsljf '° 'ake 'he 'rad
rem^a^i dVring the second half
SSi C ne' French expected
Pacific to pull away in the final
minutes as they did when Fresno
played here two weeks ago, but UOP
couldn't pull it off and Fresno went
on to win, 70-68.
"We did not play real well "
stated French. "I'm not sure why.
We played with very little emotion, it
seemed like." French stressed, "We
played hard, but just not well, We
didn t come close to playing our
potential."
Fresno stayed out of foul
trouble, a factor that helped Pacific
the last time the two schools played,
and according to French, "played a
better game than last time."
"On the bright side," added

French, "I thought Kim Lung played
very well in her final game as a Lady
liger." French also had praise for
senior Karen Jacobsen and freshman
Janet Otto, whom he referred to as
one of the bright spots for the
futures."
Lung lead the team in assists
with six, contributed nine points and
took down six rebounds. Otto scored
a team high 14 points with six
rebounds, Jacobsen tied for team
nigh rebounds with Joy Dana at eight
an^j Put in eight points. Sheri Bates
had 11 points and five rebounds.
At the beginning of the season,
French and the team set several goals,
one of which was to win 20 games in
the course of the season. The Lady
Tigers missed that mark by six games,
as they ended the season with an
overall record of 14-13.
"We expected to have a better
year than we had," said French.
Highlighting the win column
were key victories over Montana,
ranked in the top 20 nationwide,
University of Washington and
Washington State, equivalent to Pac
Ten teams, and two wins over San
Jose State.
Another team goal, to average 80
points per game, fell short but not by
much. The Lady Tigers averaged 75.6
points per game, the highest in their
league.
Opponents averaged 75.4 points
per game, a significant amount above
the 68 points per game the Lady
Tigers wanted to hold their opponents
to.
The most important goal the
Lady Tigers set for themselves and
accomplished was to "hang tough,
stay together, and play well as a
team."
"This was a very good year as
far as very little personal disruptions
or cliques," remarked French. "From
that standpoint, it was an easy year to
be a coach."

Though he did not want to
discuss disappointments, French ad
mitted that the major weakness of the
season with a low 43 percent in that
area. "We shot very poorly,"
remarked French.
On the brighter side, for the first
year ever the Lady Tiger team
received a national ranking. UOP
finished 12th nationwide in reboun
ding.
Depth was also a major strength
for the Lady Tigers and something
they will be missing next year with the
loss of seniors Bates, Jacobsen,
Lung, and Tracy Glandon.
French feels the loss of the four
will affect the team emotionally a
great deal.
"It remains to be seen whether
the loss of the four will be a major
obstacle for the team to overcome, or
whether they will pull together and
adjust to make it a strength," French
added.
"It's going to put more of a
strain on the team," he continued.
"Next year's returnees will have to be
aware that they will have to rely on
themselves. There will be a greater
burden on the rest of the team to play
well.
"We'll miss their stability and
leadership," added French. "They
were quality players, and constant
performers."
Currently, French is actively
recruiting four high school seniors, of
whom one will be chosen for a
scholarship. He is looking for a
"good ball handler with good outside
shooting, at least good speed, can
penetrate, and play the transition
game."
"I'm anticipating having an out
standing year next yearj'said an op
timistic French. "We have a lot of
talent returning and Lady Tiger
basketball should be wild again in
'83-'84."

Men's soccer

<>
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Pacific won its first game of
the tournament against Cal
Lutheran, 5-4.
The Tigers then proceeded to
lose to Chico State, 5-1, and UCSB, 8-2.
The team's next game will be
at Chico on March 11th.

run March 22

; :^erlacmssebaWes the UC Davis Aggies, out to no avail.
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Entries open March 14th for
e Annual Intramural Rabbit
5
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i rnontb .
Un' which is open to both men
• *'r « 3 in &
d women. Sign-ups and infor'
oro"*' , made
at'on are located in the I.M. ofap
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HBO M
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|K
or t
For either a winning time
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I 'he Co-Rec Badminton
1
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ournament will be March 23 and
A. h'gn-ups begin
March 14th.
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March 14th is the opening
F or Softball entries.
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After three weeks of games,
the intramural basketball stan
dings show the following top teams
in each league:
"A" LEAGUE-

WMD 6-0
Supreme Court 4-1

king of
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om^ather permitting, UOP's
"otJ" s soccer club will play a
bv. ea8ue game tomorrow at
'^against their "B" team,
field conditions in Davis
i|av "ot aHow the game to be
h J3 .'here, it will be moved to
0oJs'defield.
tan, acific faced Davis at a tourHumboldt and were
tys h ^"0. Coach Geoff Smyth
ancd h'S team will be
Dot;
iet "8 to "pay back the favor" if
0 meet tomorrow.
Hut 3St Saturday, the Tigers were
by a powerful Stanford
, 5-0. "They (Stanford) were
•ere8°0<?*" state<i Smyth. "They
a little faster and stronger
6
were."
Ian
added, "We had our
Mi!!? Ft0 score) but we failed to
, 1Ze on them."
jjjnast Wednesday's game
5m a Wayward State was canUe to poor field conditions.

THIS BUD'S FOR YOU

Women's tennis face
third-ranked Cal
By Doreen Jackson
Slaff Writer

" JVJ-L J-l.
^
"C" LEAGUE(Black)*
Old Psycho Buffalos 3-0
NAPOLEAN "A"Crown Royal 5-1
M.D.'s 4-1
Archania 4-0
NAPOLEAN "B"-

Bulldogs 4-0
Off Court Players 4-2

Hoopers 3-0
Air Patrol 2-0

"C" LEAGUE (Orange)Reedly Raiders 3-0
AXE 2-0

Women's "B" LEAGUEE.T.'s H.H. 3-0
Wild Women of Wemyss 2-0

Paige Hodge and Cathy Caplener in
doubles. They lost the first set but
came back to win against a good
team."

Men host
Sac State,
Reno Nevada
The men's tennis team has a busy
day tomorrow with matches against
Sacramento State and the University
of Nevada-Reno set for 9 a.m. and 2
p.m., respectively. Matches will be
played on the UOP courts.
The Tigers are favored over
Sacramento, according to Coach
Scott Oechel, "Since we've beaten
them before and we're a stronger
team." He admits that Reno is tough,
but does not expect the Sacramento
match to hinder their efforts because
"they'll be playing on emotion."
The match against St. Mary's
College scheduled for last Tuesday
was cancelled due to bad weather.
Last weekend, the team par
ticipated in the Fresno State Team
Tournament. The final day of play
was cancelled because of rain, but
UOP still tied for third with Reno,
behind Fresno in first place and Cal
State Hay ward in second. Oechel was
pleased with his team's performance.
"It was a tremendous finish," he
said. "In the eight years or so that
Fresno has put on this tournament,
UOP has always finished sixth, seventh,
or eighth (out of eight teams). I'm
very happy they did as well as they
did."

ASUOP SOCIAL COMMITTEE
IS LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS
INTERESTED IN PLANNING
ASUOP' SOCIAL PROGRAMMING.

RichAnema

U.O.P. Athlete of the Week

Applications Are Available Through
Friday, March 11

,
. Bich Anema is UOP basketball's top scorer, has hit double figures a
Freshman forward R
Nq , shooter at .536 from the field. In his last (wo
t e a m -leading 17 tinw.
^ ,s wj,hin 32 point, of Ron Cornelius' UOP
fr«Kmao^,®^t^^r

downfield away from Stanford opponents.

Women's "A" LEAGUETaj's Women 3-0
OffSeason 2-1

"B" LEAGUE-

Budweisei

UOP's Kerry McCracken (18) demonstrates control as she dribbles the ball

UOP's women's tennis faces stiff
competition tomorrow in a Nor Pac
conference match against thirdranked Cal Berkeley. The action starts
at 2 p.m. at the Marina Yacht Tennis
Club in Stockton.
Last weekend the team took part
in the Challenge Cup, held in
Stockton. Eve Zimmerman and Trina
Lee made it to the finals in doubles,
beating the number one seed along
the way, but were defeated. Mark
Fairchilds and Zimmerman reached
the mixed doubles finals, but did not
play due to rain.
On Feb. 24, the team defeated
Fresno State 7-2, despite the absence
of their number one player Annette
Ward, who was ill.
"Everyone moved up a notch in
the ladder, and still won pretty han
dily," comments coach Gordan
Graham. "The only exception was

vf Grt% Unger isj
• •.« UOP days. Whik
win 1, lose 2
y vi. a four-year start
The UOP men's soccer team
s< A/| records. Here, Urn
for a Fresno tain returned from Santa Barbara's
tournament last weekend with a
i i lie's »orting on
disappointing 1-2 record.
ijai dkiwi come true.
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All Typewriters

For financial solutions,
consult the HP-12C.
Now business solutions can be as close as
your pocket.
• Extensive financial and statistical
functions to solve your tough business
calculations
• Continuous Memory saves
programs and data
• Programmable to make short wor
of long, repetitive problems
• Just four ounces

in

Stock

HP -12 C
$120.00

HP-12C Slim-line Financial Programmable
tVl

COMPUTATION

DEALER

DEALER IMPRINT

10% Below Cost
Reconditioned Royal
Manual Office
Typewriter

$75.00
•t?

STpOW raid

The HP-15C.
Your Power Over Numbers.
Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-15C with its
powerful functions and advanced
programmability eliminate your most tedious
calculations.
•
•
•
•
•
•

i inMMMpMf'iihn
Ifflf H !!•!

HP-15C

[VI

Matrix operations
Complex functions
Solve and Integrate
448 program lines
Insert/delete editing
RPN logic, Cdntinuous Memory, and
liquid-crystal display

HP -15 C
$120.00

PERSONAL
COMPUTATION
DEALER
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pemo's in SF

DEALER IMPRINT

More than 60
officials arrived in San I ran
cisco yesterday to decide whcih.
city should host the party
,,04 national convention. Sai
Francisco's major competition i
Chicago f o r a n e v e n i w h i c h w i l
bringin an estimated
n.ilii. n u
business for hotels, restaurant
and shops.
Party
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$1,995.00*

HP-41CV
Fullyprogrammable
calculator.
Communicates
in words as well
as numbers.
2,233
program bytes
built in.

with single Disc Drive

$1,880.00 worth of Star Software

FREE!!
*Staff and Departmental Discounts will apply

HP - 41CV
$278.00

Queen goes north

Queen Elizabeth II left tin
West Coast Monday alter her 10
iy United States tour pr .i
. •'
Iquality of the Anglo-America,
relations. T h e Q u e e n i s n o w o f t i .
Canada for her first visit there it
twelve years.

t

MBC1000

Affordable High-Performance Computer
User-Oriented "Creative Computer"

Share the joy of Easter
with a beautiful thought

in cour

ierica n

Sanyo introduces the new MBC 1000 desk-top computer.
Supplied with CP/M® , SBASICII, Check program and various
utilities, it features Business Graphics capability, detachable
keyboard, number pad, cursor control keys, 5 programmable
function keys and a green phosphor, high impact, non-glare CRT
display screen. The MBC 1000 can also serve as the basis of an
expanded system with a wide range of ancillary products.
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